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Abstract—Online social networks (OSNs) are becoming in-
creasingly popular every day. The vast amount of data created
by users and their actions yields interesting opportunities, both
socially and economically. Unfortunately, these online commu-
nities are prone to abuse and inappropriate behaviour such as
cyber bullying. For victims, this kind of behaviour can lead to
depression and other severe problems. However, due to the huge
amount of users and data it is impossible to manually check all
content posted on the social network. We propose a pluggable
architecture with reusable components, able to quickly detect
harmful content. The platform uses text-, image-, audio- and
video-based analysis modules to detect inappropriate content or
high risk behaviour. Domain services aggregate this data and flag
user profiles if necessary. Social network moderators need only
check the validity of the flagged profiles. This paper reports upon
key requirements of the platform, the architectural components
and important challenges.

I. INTRODUCTION

Social networks are a direct consequence of the introduction

of Web 2.0 applications on the Internet. With the focus shift

to more user-driven content, the construction of online com-

munities became possible. The popularity of social networks,

such as Facebook and Twitter, has grown ever since they were

created and they are still continuing to expand worldwide.

In Europe for example, 38% of all people confirm to have a

profile on any social network. For the category 16- to 24-year-

olds, the percentage rises to a staggering 80% [1].

The data created by users and their actions yields many

opportunities to learn about their online and real world inter-

ests [2]. In turn, this leads to new powerful forms of advertis-

ing, often personalized based on known interests [3]. Unfor-

tunately, as in the real world, some users tend to misbehave

and abuse online communities. Examples are identity theft,

inappropriate sexual or racist behaviour and cyber bullying.

For the victims, these actions lead to serious consequences like

depression and in some cases suicidal tendencies [4]. Research

has shown that at least 11% of all youngsters, between the

age of 12 and 18, have been a victim of cyber bullying [5].

Moreover, due to the amount of users and data on a social

network it is impossible to manually check all content posted

on the site. A platform able to analyze the social network

feed and user behaviour would be an enormous step forward.

By flagging suspicious and high risk profiles, the platform

would aid the social network moderators, after which they

could personally check the validity of such profiles.

AMiCA 1 is a research project with the ultimate goal of

developing a platform able to trace harmful content in an

automatic way by mining relevant website sources, and collect,

analyse, and integrate large amounts of subjective information

using text, image, audio and video analysis. In this article we

will formulate an answer to three main research questions:

what are the requirements for such an analysis platform?

Based on these requirements, how does the architecture of the

platform look? Finally, what are the important implementation

challenges?

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in

Section II we review similar research for analyzing online

social behaviour. Section III defines the requirements for the

monitoring platform. The proposed architecture is described in

Section IV and in Section V we elaborate on workflow scenar-

ios. Section VI identifies important implementation challenges

and Section VII concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Cyber bullying is one of the most researched problems on

social networks [6]. The academic world however has not

yet reached consensus about the definition of cyber bullying.

Smith et al. define it as an aggressive, intentional act carried

out by a group or individual, using electronic forms of contact,

repeatedly and over time against a victim who cannot easily

defend him or herself [7]. This definition is based on a

well-accepted definition of bullying by Olweus [8] and will

therefore also be used in this paper.

Next to cyber bullying, issues like inappropriate sexual

behaviour are also afflicting online communities. Research

has led to models for the detection of these cases [9], [10],

[11], but they have never been combined into one platform

for the analysis of social network feeds. The research also

mainly focused on textual analysis, whereas this platform will

use cross-media analysis, which has proven to yield better

results [12].

The large amount of data the platform would need to process

from these feeds might trigger a need for a more intelli-

gent internal data representation like ontologies. Ontologies

describe specific domains of knowledge through individuals,

their categorization and relationships [13]. In addition to

defining a domain into a machine-readable format, they also

1http://www.amicaproject.be
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Fig. 1: Overview of the high-level architecture of the social network monitoring platform consisting of a communication

module providing input for the analyzing pipeline which provides information for the domain services. Both are managed by

a controller while the platform tools provide additional functionality.

allow reasoning over the saved information based on the

defined concepts, properties and relations. They have already

been successfully used in content recommender systems [14]

as well as in the research domain of social networks [15].

III. PLATFORM REQUIREMENTS

Time will play a crucial role for the detection of certain

harmful content. For instance, the detection of suicidal tenden-

cies is more time critical than the detection of inappropriate

language. Therefore, services should be manageable in terms

of execution time (i.e., instant, overnight, on a weekly basis,

etc.) and fluctuations in the amount of data generated on the

social network feed depending on the time of day. Perfor-

mance, scalability and dynamic management of the compo-

nents are hence important factors for the platform architecture.

Secondly, to ensure the platform is future-oriented, it needs to

be extendable. This way the platform can be extended with

new use cases or modules for the analysis of data. Some

of these modules will also be used in different scenarios for

different goals and will therefore need to be reusable.

Deploying the platform in a cloud environment can achieve

the performance and scalability when needed and in a similar

manner the platform itself can be provided to social network

moderators using the cloud. The impact on the side of the

social network would thus be very minimal as the software

would run off-site in the cloud while access through a web

browser eliminates any issues related to on-site installation.

However, because the social network data will be off-site,

the security and privacy aspects of this data become main

requirements.

Two possible deployment strategies exist for the platform

in the cloud: Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) and Platform-as-

a-Service (PaaS). SaaS is a model where software is de-

livered through the cloud and typically accessed through a

web browser. In the PaaS model a computing platform is

provided together with tools and libraries for development.

The moderators of the social network would not only have

access to the platform through a webservice, but would also

be able to extend the platform with own software. Supporting

such a deployment strategy would involve creating a library for

developers and a screening process for externally developed

applications.

IV. ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1 shows the proposed architecture schematically.

It consists of five main components. Three are responsible

for handling and analysing the social network data, i.e. the

communication module, the pipeline and the domain services,

and two components are general, the controller and platform

tools. Required storage of additional or profile-based data is

stored in the static data component. The following section

details these key architectural components.

A. Communication module
The communication module is responsible for mining the

data from one or multiple social networks. The data of interest

ranges from text-based information to image, video and audio

files. To retrieve this data, a dedicated solution can be devel-

oped for the connection with the social network. However, as

every social network has its own interface for communication,

developing a dedicated solution for every social network is

labor-intensive.
The OpenSocial Application Programming Interface

(API) [16] provides tools for developing applications across

different social networks, but it might not be able to access

as much data as the dedicated solution. The lack of data

leads to a less accurate and advanced analysis of the social

network, which in turn leads to a less trustworthy detection

of harmful content.
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(a) Detection of suicidal tendencies (b) Detection of transgressive sexual behaviour

Fig. 2: Example workflows of the platform

B. Pipeline

The communication module passes the data to the pipeline,

where it will be assigned to the different analysis modules

according to different categories such as text, image, audio and

video files. These modules are deployed in parallel and scaled

on distributed systems (e.g. cloud environments) to ensure

the performance of the system. This is possible because the

analysis modules are considered to be use case independent

components: they run their algorithm based on the available

input and turn it over to the domain services. The deployment

and scaling of the modules in cloud environments and overall

management will be handled by the controller, discussed in

Section IV-F. To ensure the extendability of the pipeline, all

the modules comply with an agreed upon common interface.

C. Domain services

Domain services make a decision concerning one specific

case of abuse based on the data aggregated from different anal-

ysis modules. Figure 1 shows three specific domain services:

detection of cyber bullying, transgressive sexual behaviour

and detection of suicidal tendencies. The domain services are

however not limited to these examples as they also conform

to a common interface, again ensuring the extendability of

the platform. Similar to the analysis modules, the domain

services are deployed and scaled by the controller. They are

also executed in parallel and independently of each other, often

on distributed systems, again to guarantee the performance and

scalability of the entire platform. Domain services can however

also influence deployment decisions of the controller regarding

the scaling of analysis modules in the pipeline, which will be

discussed in Section VI-B.

D. Platform tools

Additional functionality and a user interface will be pro-

vided through a variety of platform tools. Examples of plat-

form tools are the trend analyzer and alerter service. The trend

analyzer uses recent history and current feed input to discover

trends in online social behaviour of a user or a group of users.

The alerter services will raise an alert for the moderators of

the social network when a domain service discovers a possible

case of abuse. These tools will have access to any output of

the domain services and to the saved static data.

Some of the platform tools will also provide input for

the controller. Consider the case where the trend analyzer

discovers an increase in suicidal tendencies following the

suicide of a celebrity. This information is passed on to the

controller, which could then decide to dedicate more resources

to the domain service for suicidal tendencies detection and

scale the analysis modules accordingly. This will result in a

faster discovery of any user with suicidal tendencies for which

an alert will be raised by the alerter service.

E. Static data

Selective profile information about users, discovered trends

and raised alerts will be saved by the platform. A persistence

manager handles access to this data. On the one hand this

avoids conflicts like redundancy, on the other hand this shields

the structure of the data from the platform tools and domain

services. As mentioned above, there might exist a need for

ontologies based on the semantic data available on the social

network. However, as the persistence manager protects the

representation of the data, the platform will be able to handle

other structures too (e.g. SQL database).

F. Controller

The controller is responsible for managing the domain ser-

vices and the analysis modules in the pipeline. These modules

and services are deployed in cloud environments (e.g. Amazon

EC2) by the controller in order to satisfy the performance

requirement. To achieve this goal the controller communi-

cates with those environments through widely available APIs

(e.g. Amazon EC2 API Tools) or dedicated solutions.

Aside from controlling the deployment of modules, the

controller is also an entity controlling the execution of work-

flows. Workflows result from the close connection of the

communication module, the analysis modules in the pipeline,

the domain services and the data moving through these com-

ponents. Section V further explains the concept.

V. WORKFLOW SCENARIOS

In this section we elaborate on two illustrative scenarios to

clarify the workflow concept in the platform. Figure 2 shows

two example workflows. In Figure 2a the domain service uses

the input of image analysis, text analysis and any relevant

static data in the platform for the detection of suicidal tenden-

cies. The image analysis consists of two consecutive analysis

modules. The first module detects a certain level of nudity in

a picture while the second module checks for any signs of

self-injury. This scenario shows how one analysis module can

act as a filter for others. As most self-injury occurs on parts of
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the body that are usually covered, the nudity detection module

filters out less likely pictures. In the text analysis, negative

emotional context is detected, such as sadness. Combined with

information retrieved from the user’s profile or from a previous

analysis, a decision is made concerning the suicidal tendency

of the user. This information is saved and, if required, sent to

certain platform tools (e.g. alerter service).

Figure 2b illustrates a workflow for the detection of trans-

gressive sexual behaviour. Three analysis modules work in

parallel on three categories of multimedial data. Images and

videos are scanned for nudity and text is examined for sexual

language. The domain service combines the results and decides

whether to flag the profile or not. Note that the image analysis

module is the same module as in the previous workflow.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES

In this section we identify the main implementation chal-

lenges of the proposed platform architecture

A. Aggregation of analysis results

Domain services aggregate data from several data analysis

modules in the pipeline. Consider the scenario depicted in

Figure 2a where the domain service uses the output of a

text- and an image analysis module. Combining these factors

could give a strong indication towards the suicidal tendencies

of a specific user. Be that as it may, what would be the

influence of either factor on the final decision? Furthermore,

in a realistic use case the domain service reasons about even

more different analysis results, making the combination all the

more challenging. Commonly used techniques for reasoning

about data are neural networks, rule-based systems, decision

trees and collaborative filtering.

B. Scaling domain services

Because of the close connection between the analysis mod-

ules and domain services in the workflow, scaling the domain

services is a tedious process. Once a domain service is scaled

upwards, it will analyze the same amount of data in a shorter

timeframe. This data is provided by one or more analysis

modules from the pipeline and so as to optimize the workflow,

these modules also need to scale up. If the modules are

not scaled up, the domain service will not work optimally

as not enough analyzed data will be available. A similar

problem occurs when a domain service is scaled down and

the analysis modules also need to be scaled down. To prevent

such problems, an efficient resource management needs to be

implemented in the controller.

C. Selective profile data storage

Social networks contain vast amounts of data and saving all

this data in the platform is impossible and inefficient. Selecting

and saving the useful data is therefore a very important

challenge, especially concerning the privacy of social network

users, since this information might be of a personal nature.

In addition, thoughtful decisions should be made as to when

stored data becomes irrelevant and thus may be deleted.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we proposed an architecture of a platform

for analyzing online social network behaviour with the ulti-

mate goal of tracing harmful content in an automatic way.

The pluggable architecture consists of several components

based on predetermined requirements: performance, scala-

bility, reusability and extendability. Analysis modules detect

inappropriate content and high risk behaviour after which

domain services accumulate these results and flag user profiles

if necessary. With this platform, moderators of social networks

will be able to quickly and accurately scan the network

feed and intervene if necessary. Future work will consist of

evaluating the performance of the proposed platform, and

study in depth the three mentioned challenges.
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